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What’s new in version 16?

• **Added more detail to some sections to better clarify things.**
  • e.g. describing how the thrift model translates to TIEs being serialized on the wire.
  • e.g. additional pointers in the Reader’s Digest section.

• **SVGs now properly align with ASCII images.**
  • i.e. they tell the same story.

• **Several SVG optimizations allowed them to work in the HTML version.**
  • Tiny 1.2 compliance helped reduce size and got us around IETF tooling challenges.
  • Still required lots of manual XML manipulation.

• **Updates to the IANA Considerations section.**
  • Updated thrift schema (v6.1).
What’s new in version 16?

• The usual editorial changes.
  • Grammar, spelling, flow, references, etc.

• Improved I&D language.
What’s next?

• Continuing to work through AD review process.

• We’ll continue to reply as quickly as possible.

• AD to help Chairs / Shepherd facilitate having me added as named co-author.
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